Door Refinishing System
Clear 2K-D
Using Door Restore 0 VOC® 2k Clear Coats
For refurbishing old mini warehouse rolling steel doors
Door Refinishing System Clear 2K-D was developed specifically for the restoration of aging roll
doors where the paint has oxidized and has a dull or faded look but is otherwise intact.
When applied correctly this system will restore the shine and brighten the original color back to an
almost new appearance adding 10 -14 years of additional service to the door while providing a
very hard, super durable, chemical and solvent resistant surface that is easily cleaned and resists
future chalking. It is also much more cost effective than conventual painting.
This system involves the proper preparation of the door including cleaning and removing of all
chalk, dirt and other surface contaminates then the application of the appropriate Door Restore 0
VOC® 2k Polyurethane Clear Coat. It cannot be used to restore doors that are rusting, peeling or
have other types of paint failure.

Door Refinishing System Clear 2K-D Specifications overview
Average Service Life ----------- 10-14 years
Composition ---------------------- 2 component hi-performance acrylic polyurethane clear
Reduction ------------------------- None needed. Can use Standard Reducer (T-1021)
VOC Level ------------------------ 0 gpl / 0 lb
Sheen level ----------------------- Gloss
Application Temp Range ------ 50°F to 110°F
Dry to handle --------------------- Up to 3 hours
Application process duration - 1 day
Self-Priming ---------------------- Yes, on properly prepared surfaces
Versatility over substrates ---- Self-priming on most painted surfaces
Minimum dry mil thickness –-- 1.25 mil

Color retention ------------------Gloss retention ----------------Clean-ability --------------------Scratch resistance -----------Hardness -----------------------Chemical resistance ---------Corrosion resistance ---------Ease of application -----------Ease of touch-up ---------------
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6= Superior, 5= Excellent, 4= Good,
3= Fair, 2= Marginal, 1= Poor

Evaluate doors to determine if they are candidates for refinishing with Door Restore 0 VOC® 2k
Clear Coats
Door Restore 0 VOC® 2K products should only be applied to substrates that are sound and show no signs of peeling
or adhesion failure. If applied to a surface that has inter-coat adhesion issues, Door Restore 0 vOC® 2 K products in
some cases will accelerate the peeling failure process because of their strong adhesive and hard-shell nature.
If there are any concerns or questions about the surface integrity then an adhesion test should be performed. This can
help determine if the substrate adhesion is adequate for using Door Restore 0 VOC® 2 K products especially if
questionable coats of another product are on the doors.
The roll up doors in question should not be rusty. If doors are corroded and rusty, you should repaint with the
appropriate Door Refinishing system.

Surface Preparation. Surfaces must be clean, dry and free from wax, grease, dust,

silicone, scaling paint, oil, chalk and surface oxidization so thoroughly remove all chalk,
dirt, grit, and other foreign matter! NOTE- any dirt, grime or other foreign matter left on the
door will remain visible through the Door Restore 0 VOC® finish after the process is
complete.
Clean all surfaces using the “fine” version of Sand & Scrub cleaning mixture per label
instructions. Care should be taken to remove lubricant sprayed around door lock areas
and track. Glossy or smooth hard surfaces must be dulled! Use fine grit Scotch-Brite® or
other abrading medium to de-gloss and create a surface profile. CAUTION do not sand
through existing paint film and expose bare metal or previous coats of paint. This is almost
impossible to repair and may necessitate the complete repainting of the door!
A completely clean, and sound substrate with no dust, chalk, or other surface contaminates must be obtained prior to
applying any coating. If dust, chalk, or dirt remains, repeat the cleaning process
Any coating failure resulting from inadequate surface preparation or failure to follow manufacturer’s recommendations
and specifications are the sole responsibility of the contractor to remedy.

Inspection: Inspect all doors for damage, especially weather stripping and door seals to identify areas where paint
could enter into the units.

Masking and Protection: Protect all areas not being

painted. Seal all areas around the doors to prevent paint from
entering into units, especially at the top of the door. Check for
nearby cars and trucks that might be at risk for overspray. Door
Restore 0 VOC® products have high adhesion properties. If
items are over-sprayed, it is very difficult to remove!

Environmental Conditions: Don’t apply if the air, surface,
or material temperature is above 110 degrees. Avoid applying in direct sunlight. Apply in the shade during warmer
temperatures. Don’t apply when there is a risk of rain or freezing temperatures within 12 hours after application. Don’t
apply Door Restore 0 VOC® 2k products when relative humidity is above 90% or will become so within 2 hours after
application. Don’t apply when the ambient or surface temperature is within 5 degrees of the dew point. Don’t apply if the
air, surface, or material temperature is below 45 degrees or if it will become so within 4 hours after application. When
temperature is below 60 don’t apply within 2 hours of sunset.
Door Restore 0 VOC® 2k products will remain tacky for 1 – 4 hours depending on temperature and humidity. Avoid
spraying in windy conditions to reduce the risk of contaminates adhering to the surface.

Handling: Read all label warnings and data sheets prior to handling any paint or coating! Although Door Restore 0
VOC® 2k products are considered environmentally friendly when used properly, as with any industrial coating they
contain certain chemicals that can irritate the skin and lungs. Always wear chemical resistant gloves when handling and
avoid contact with the skin. Always use a properly fitted respirator that employs chemical cartridges while handling,
mixing, or spraying this product. Consult the specific Door Restore 0 VOC® 2k product MSDS sheets for further warnings
and information on the chemical composition.
Sprayer and Spray Equipment. Use only airless spray equipment that has low pressure capability, either hydraulic
or have electronic pressure controls. The sprayer, hoses and gun must be thoroughly clean and flushed with acetone or
equivalent solvent. Always use a hose and gun that is dedicated for spraying solvent based products, separate from
spraying water based coatings. Never use a hose that has been used for water based coating or has paint build-up in it.
The strong solvents in Door Restore 0 VOC® 2k products may dissolve the build-up contaminating the finish.

Selecting the appropriate Door Restore 0 VOC® 2K product to use. Temperature, climate, time of year,

and local V.O.C. regulations will influence the selection of the Door Restore 0 VOC® 2k product to use in the DoorRestore 2k System.
VOC:
Solids by Volume
Film thickness:
Mix ratio kit
Spread Rate
Dry-Time
Pot Life
Coats required
Temp range
Cost per 7x8

Door Restore 0 VOC 2K Polyurethane
0 lb. per gal, 0 grams per liter
49.29% by Volume
1.5 mils dry, 4 mil wet
3-1. (4-Base, 1-Activator)
530 sq. ft. per 1.25-gal kit/batch
Touch-2 hr, Recoat-3 hr, Hard-12 hr
1.5 hours at 77 degrees
1 coat at 2 mils dry (1.25 RTS gal per 450 sq ft)
50 -110 degrees Fahrenheit
As low as $12.00

Mixing: Door Restore 0 VOC® 2k products are mixed at a 3:1 ratio by volume. 3 parts “Part A” resin to one part “Part
B” activator. Pot life depends upon weather and temperature. Read all product labels to determine exact pot life. Mix up
no more than what can be comfortably used in that time, and no more than what can be used in 1 hour.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Agitate “Part A” and “Part B” separately prior to mixing together.
Pour contents of Part A resin into clean chemical resistant bucket.
Slowly add “Part B” activator into “Part A” while mixing and continue to mix a minimum 1 minute.
Add reducer and other additives as required

NEVER mix un-catalyzed “Part A” or “Part B” with an existing catalyzed batch! Always combine “Part A” and “Part B” following the above directions in
a separate container before mixing with an existing batch

Adjusting for Correct Spraying Pressure:
o
o

o

o

Door Restore 0 VOC® 2k products should be sprayed at the least amount of
pressure required to obtain a uniform spray pattern.
To adjust to the proper pressure, using a NEW tip, back-off the pressure knob all
the way and then screw it in about 1/3rd of the way. (Screwing in increases pressure
on most sprayers). Point the gun at a piece of cardboard for testing and with your
hand in motion, pull the trigger and spray a sample area.
If you have thick lines at the edge of the spray pattern, sometimes referred to as
“fingers”, turn pressure knob 1/8 and spray again. Repeat until they are gone. Now
you have the proper amount of pressure for the material you are spraying. (If no
amount of pressure eliminates the tails, then the tip is worn or damaged).
If you need more paint flow, increase the size of the tip, not the pressure. There
should never be a cloud of spray-mist surrounding the person spraying, a sign of
too much pressure!

Application of Door Restore 0 VOC® 2k clear coat
Confirm the substrate is clean, free of chalk, and de-glossed per above specifications.

Refer to chart for appropriate spread rate and dry film thickness for selected Door Restore 0 VOC 2k
product.
o
o
o
o
o

Use a new 2-10, 3-10, or 3-12 double orifice fine finish spray tip. Holding the spray gun approx. 4”, and no more
than 6” from the surface, start at the top of the door and spray horizontally across the door following a corrugation
“rib”.
Start your hand in motion first and then pull the trigger, release the trigger just before you reach the stopping point
of your swing. Each pass should extend completely from one side of the door to the other. Each rib in the roll door
requires a complete pass across the face overlapping the prior rib by 50% to obtain full coverage.
Improper technique can lead to “dry-spray” resulting in areas that have a rough texture, and a blotchy and
inconsistent look. Always maintain a wet edge and overlap passes by 50%. If “dry spray” does occur, apply a 2nd
coat.
HELPFUL HINT: Keep all fluid lines, spray pump, and material out of the sun. Cooler material flows (smooth’s) out
on the surface better.
The final finish should be smooth and have no pinholes or stippling in the finish which may void the warranty.

o

Make a thorough inspection of all painted doors. Closely examine under the corrugation rails at the bottom of the
doors and the top of corrugation rails at the upper part of the doors as these are the area’s most commonly prone to
holidays. Minor imperfections can be touched up with a high-quality brush. Do not use a roller. Larger areas will
need to be re-sprayed.

Incorrect: stipple / orange peel

Incorrect: Pinholes

Correct: Smooth finish

Appendix A
A correctly completed door should be smooth with uniform color and gloss on all sides

of each rib. There should be no mottling in the finish, and free of dirt, grit and debris. It should have a higloss luster with no orange peel, holidays, or “dry-spray and be free of runs and sags.

Holidays (skipped areas)

Common Workmanship Mistakes that can Void a Warranty

Severe Orange Peel

“Dry Spray” Applied Clear Coat (inadequate clear coat or applied when too hot)

Painting in the Rain, Snow, Fog, etc. (note rain drops in finish)

Runs and Sags

